
I understand the    
importance of turn  

taking.  

Malvern Primary School - Nursery 

Progress Route – Personal Social and Emotional Development.  

I can find my 
own coat and if 
you hold it for 
me, I can put it 

on.  

I can separate from 
my main career.  

I know when I am 
feeling happy or sad. 

I recognise 
healthy food.  

Autumn 2 

N1 Summer2 

Spring 2 

Summer 2 

I can wait my 
turn.  

I recognise when 
I’m feeling happy/

sad. 

I can separate from main 
carer without daily upset.  

N1 Spring2 

N1 Entry 

N2 Entry 

Life in the fast lane... 

I am able to dress myself and take care of my own hygiene needs. I am sen-
sitive to the needs of others and I can play co-operatively.  

I enjoy coming to 
nursery.  

How do I brush my teeth? 
Will you show me? 

What do we use to 
brush our teeth? 

I can take my own shoes 
off and put them on.   

I recognise a range 
of my emotions.  

I can take my own 
jumper off.   

I recognise my own 
coat and I’ll help put 

it on.  

I can take my own 
coat off and put it 

on. 

I know how to brush 
my teeth  

I will sometimes 
play alongside 

others.  

I am developing my 
understanding of 

other people's feelings.   
I can play with a 

friend.  

I will show an 
interest in others in 
the environment   

I will learn what rules 
are and how to follow 

them.  

I will show an interest 
in others play and start 

to join them.  

I know some 
actions can 
harm others.  

I can independently 
follow some rules.  

I can play with a small 
group of friends.  I recognise social rules 

and can follow these.  

Enjoys the company 
of other children and 

adults.  

Starts to enjoy the 
company of others.  

Enjoys the company 
of adults in the 

setting.  


